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392a Monday, February 17, 2014experimental data. At the same time, pulling of antiparallel in-register b sheet
provides much higher rupture force, suggesting that CGNNQQNY monomers
adopt the out-of-register arrangement in the dimer. Similar analysis applied
to Ab14-23 peptide demonstrated that the out-of-register antiparallel b-sheet
arrangement of monomers is realized for this peptide as well. The elevated
rupture forces for Ab14-23 compared to CGNNQQNY dimers is explained
by elevated contribution of hydrophobic, salt bridge and aromatic interactions
in Ab peptide.
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Acid-amine interactions are non-covalent, long-range interactions, contrib-
uting to the structural integrity in manmade adhesives and to serve complex
life functions in several biological systems. Understanding how these inter-
actions develop and alter over time in an aqueous environment, especially
when presented across an interface, is vital when it comes to designing func-
tional surfaces for biomedical applications. We use single molecule force
spectroscopy to investigate the contact dynamics of molecular bonds under
near-physiological conditions. We explore the interactions of NH2/COOH
bonds that are presented across the atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip-
lipid bilayer surface interface, with much focus on the dissociation of these
bonds by studying specific signatures obtained during the force measure-
ments#. Since the approach permits us to have an exquisite of control over
the interface, a number of experimental parameters are varied such as the
number density of the molecules, ionic strength of the surrounding medium
and extension/retract speed of the tip to vary the loading rate. A statistical
evaluation of the interactions and contact dynamics is presented to assess
the influence of the experimental parameters on the bond dissociation. The
transition rate under zero-load conditions is calculated combining the detach-
ment statistics and Kramer Evans theory. Our results provide new insights
into the binding regime and dissociation behavior of acid-amine bonds
from non-equilibrium to near-equilibrium conditions as a function of the
loading rate on a logarithmic scale in aqueous environments of varying
concentration.
# M Valtiner, SH Donaldson , MA Gebbie, JN Israelachvili, J. Am. Chem. Soc.,
2012, 134, pp 1746-1753.
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Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy (SMFS) is a powerful tool to investigate
the structural properties of proteins avoiding all crystallisation problem.
SMFS can be used to study membrane proteins directly in their lipid environ-
ment, but so far only few proteins have been investigated in their natural
environment, i.e. embedded in natural membranes. Here we investigate the
structure and function of cyclic nucleotide gated (CNG) channels, cationic
channels, mediating sensory transduction in photoreceptor and olfactory sen-
sory neurons, which open upon binding to cyclic nucleotides. Although the
cyclic nucleotide binding (CNB) domain has been localized in the C-termi-
nal, the conformational details still remain unveiled. Here we correlate the
functional opening of the channel with a conformational change that occurs
in the CNB domain and in the pore region. CNGA1 channels were over-
expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes and their functionality were verified
by electrophysiology. Membrane patches were subsequently deposited on
mica, exposing the cytoplasmic side. Patches were identified by AFM imag-
ing and more than 300.000 force-distance (F-d) traces were acquired for each
conditions. Several engineered constructs including I27 and N2B domains
were used as SMFS finger-prints. Using the WLC model and a custom devel-
oped cluster analysis approach, F-d traces in closed state, and in the open
state were compared, the latter showing larger unfolding forces (about 55
pN in the closed state and about 85 pN in the open state) in the trans-
membrane domains and two additional force peaks located in the cytoplasmic
domain (Lc z 80 nm) and in the pore region (Lc z 148 nm), indicating the
formation of differently folded structures. Therefore SMFS can be used to
identify the conformational changes of proteins underlying gating of ionic
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Selective uptake of high density lipoprotein (HDL)-associated cholesteryl-
esters (CE) by hepatocytes is a crucial process for the removal of cholesterol
from the circulation. Together with triglycerides, CE is transported in the hy-
drophobic core of HDL particles; free cholesterol, phospholipids, and apolipo-
proteins build up the particles’ amphiphilic surface monolayer. The lipid
transfer process itself is highly speculative: it is still unclear how lipids are
removed from the circulation and transferred from HDL - a main carrier of
cholesterol in the blood stream - to cells.
In this study we provide a mechanistic understanding of the cargo exchange
process between HDL and biomembranes. The interaction between HDL and
synthetic lipid membranes was investigated with force spectroscopy and high
speed atomic force microscopy; the transfer of single cargo molecules was
directly visualized using a combined and simultaneously operating fluores-
cence and force microscope. Experimental evidence points to the fact that i)
cargo transfer requires contact; ii) only amphiphilic cargo is transferred; iii)
upon contact the particle incorporates into the hydrophobic core of the bilayer
where it can diffuse. In particular, we compared the transfer of the fluorescently
labelled lipids DiI, and Bodipy-labelled cholesterol and cholesteryl-ester. Live
cell experiments confirmed the data obtained on the synthetic systems and on
GPMV’s (giant plasma membrane vesicles). Particle incorporation and cargo
transfer was abolished at increased membrane cholesterol levels, as a conse-
quence of the reduced membrane elasticity. These observations reveal a mech-
anism for regulation of lipid uptake based on sensing plasma membrane
cholesterol levels. The function of the corresponding receptor SR-B1 is primar-
ily an anchor to hold the particle close to the plasma membrane; once in prox-
imity, elastic properties of the membrane regulate the fusion of the particle.
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Single-molecule techniques, such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
optical traps, are capable of measuring atomic-scale (1 A˚) displacement. How-
ever, drift limits the utility of these instruments in a number of exciting assays.
Prior work from our lab demonstrated atomic-scale stabilization in 3D over
100 s using back-scattered detection (BSD). BSD works by scattering a focused
laser off a small silicon post, bead, or AFM tip. The backscattered light is
collected by the objective lens and projected onto a quadrant photodiode
(QPD). The optical and mechanical conciseness of BSD makes this technique
amenable to a wide variety of applications. For instance, to make an ultrastable
AFM, we use two lasers, one to stabilize the sample and one the AFM tip. The
fundamental limit to positional stability in such assays is the differential point-
ing stability between these lasers. In this work, we present a number of tech-
nical improvements in BSD to enhance long-term stability. The central idea
is to use a single QPD to detect both laser beams, suppressing residual motion
of the QPD. To detect both lasers with a single QPD, we modulated each laser
at separate frequencies (1 and 2.5MHz) using acousto-optic modulators and de-
convolved the signals using lock-in amplifiers. High-resolution z detection was
preserved by implementing active intensity control of modulated laser beams.
We demonstrated this system by stabilizing an optical microscope with one
laser while measuring the resulting stability with the other, as an out-of-loop
monitor. This improved BSD system achieved atomic-scale stability in 3D
on 100 s but also sub-nm lateral stability for over an hour (2 and 6 A˚ RMS
in x, and y respectively; Df = 0.0002-0.1 Hz).
